
October gave varied weather including inclement conditions with a fair bit of rain and the odd storm. It didn't stop          

Beechwood  anglers getting out on the banks to take on waters in somewhat challenging conditions with success. In fact 

some hefty fish have fell to our baits in October both in the UK and France. Feed+X has been a force to be reckoned with 

taming  carp and river Barbel, as well as new baits working for Andy and Denis and the not so much talked about “Aurora” 

getting in on the act. The match lads have been getting amongst the silvers and still catching quality carp so the whole team 

have enjoyed an amazing October.        

FRENCH CONNECTION 
Look out for Andy 

Grover and Denis 

Ryan's blogs and video 

diaries accounting 

blow by blow details of 

their France trips.   

Everything from termi-

nal tackle , rods, reels 

and  line, to rigs, new 

bait and tactics used to 

bank these fish.  

Adam Bowen enjoyed a great 
session on the river earlier this 
month, banking no less than four 
fish over the 10lb mark. Fishing 
double 12mm FEED+X with 
Squid & Octopus flavour rolled 
in, and a small mesh of the 
same baits crumbled up.  The 
fish started coming just 20 
minutes after his first cast Great 
river angling Adam! 

Cheshire fisheries silvers galore for Match 

team. Brian and the Sunday crew visited this venue 

over the month of 

October to take ad-

vantage of the silvers 

on offer and bagged 

up. Even the resident 

carp  decided to make 

an appearance, well 

done Sunday crew!   

 

 

Avid users of our baits John Clarke with one of a brace of carp taken on Feed+X 

and John Anderson with a huge sturgeon taken on Aurora . Great fishing Lads ! 

Feed+X and Musselberry soak and 14mm Trigonella 

wafter took two of fish on a new venue this October. 

Adopting the mobile approach and ditching the alarms 

for a more “watch the rod” scenario Barry fished 5 

swims over the course of a few hours to take the two 

fish at his feet under likely holding spots.  

Jonathan Wells shares his “Go to “ rig in his 

latest blog, with details of how and when he 

uses this along with his preferred bait. Have a 

look at his blog here . 

To review all Beechwood blogs click here!  
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